TopSky – AIM OnLine
Aeronautical Information Management
EASY AND QUICK AIM ONLINE ACCESS!

- Select the AIM modules required and subscribe yearly for them.
- Keep AIM modules updated online with new regulation, thanks to our sustainable product policy shared with our end users.
- Smooth operation workload with operational staff support from our partners.
- Encompass regulator requirements by accessing to an interface for a regulation authority.
- Get a fast access to AIM online, as no site deployment is needed.
- Select the suitable training program within a catalog.
- Avoid setting-up a local technical maintenance team, as the technical service is provided by Thales.
- Avoid raising an AIM Call for Tender or performing formal acceptance, just try online services and benefit from the online SLA from Thales.
- Avoid migration delay and peak workload with a migration performed by Thales experts. Connected to the integrated briefing web service from TopSky-AIS.

AIM MODULES AVAILABLE

- AIXM5.1(.1) database and digital data Management tool (TopSky - AIXM).
- Electronic AIP production tool (TopSky – eAIP). TopSky - AIM is fully integrated with the following third-party components from long term partner CGx AERO:
  - Comprehensive aeronautical charting component (AIP-GIS® or Chart4Flight®).
  - Procedure design tool created by ENAC (GeoTITAN®).
  - Airspace design tool (Airspace4Flight®).
  - Workflow tool, tracing data collections and changes including eTOD survey collection (AIM4Flight®).

STANDARDS COMPLIANCE

- Eurocontrol AIXM5.1(.1), 4.5, eAIP ADQ, AMXM2.0, ARINC424, WF52.0, ISO19139, WGS84, ICAO 4444 Anx15, Anx11, 8168Vol2, 9613, 9905, 9992.

WORLDWIDE REFERENCES

- 26 AIM worldwide in 46 countries including 12 in AIXM5.1

ADQ: Aeronautical Data Quality • AIM: Aeronautical Information Management • AIP: Aeronautical Information Publication • AIXM: Aeronautical Information eXchange Model • AMXM: Airport Mapping eXchange Model • ANSP: Air Navigation Service Provider • eTOD: electronic Terrain and Obstacle Data • ICAO: International Civil Aviation Organization • SLA: Service Level Agreement • WFS: Web Feature Service • WGS: World Geodetic System

Complete and modular online AIM suite

- Build and secure all the links in your AIM digital data chain, based on an AIXM 5.1.1 Database
- Online access with an annual subscription
- Cost effective, pay only the required AIM modules
- Increase your capacity of managing a large quantity of original data
- Comply with the latest ICAO regulation and Eurocontrol standards (ADQ)
- Prepare the future, with ICAO Aviation System Block Upgrade Block 0 and 1 compliance